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Abstract

Semi-empirical and ab-initio methods useful for theoretical investigations of the crystal field (CF) interaction in rare earth (RE)
cuprates are described. Concrete calculations are performed for Sm Ba Cu O , a system providing detailed data on intermultiplet11x 22x 3 61y

31infrared-active CF transitions for Sm ions on the regular D symmetry sites as well as on the substituted C symmetry Ba sites.4h 4v

Within this study, the main attention is paid to the second order CF parameters calculated using a parameter free first principles method
based on the density functional theory (DFT). A general potential linearized augmented plane wave (LAPW) computational method is

21used to obtain the ground state charge density. The calculated value of B 5320 cm in D symmetry sites of Sm is in a good20 4h
21agreement with the phenomenological value of 282 cm obtained from a fit to infrared transmission spectroscopy data. For Sm in the C4v

21symmetry sites, the DFT value of B 52227 cm together with the standard superposition model values, B 524, B 52331,20 40 44
21B 52427 and B 5624 cm , allow us to interpret the main features of the available infrared absorption data. It is shown that the sign60 64

of the B in SmBa Cu O , positive in the regular sites and negative in the Ba sites, is governed by the shape of the crystal potential20 2 3 61y

within the LAPW atomic sphere of Sm atom.  2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction predict the CF parameters in cuprates. Concrete calcula-
tions are performed for Sm Ba Cu O , a system11x 22x 3 61y

The crystal field (CF) interaction in high-T copper providing ample experimental data on the CF interaction.c
31oxide superconductors containing rare earth (RE) ions is of In particular, absorption bands corresponding to Sm CF

prime interest in studies using these ions as a noninteract- excitations have been observed recently in the y|0 com-
ing probe of local electric and magnetic fields [1,2]. The pound by infrared spectroscopy and assigned to transitions

31 6RE ions in cuprates are either sandwiched between two from the lowest energy levels of the H multiplet to the5 / 2
6 6 6 6 6 6‘‘superconducting’’ CuO layers or adjacent to one of H , H , H , H , F and F excited2 7 / 2 9 / 2 11 / 2 13 / 2 7 / 2 9 / 2

31them. Their localized and strongly correlated 4f states are multiplets of Sm ions on the regular rare earth sites as
perturbed by the CF potential originating from the sur- well as on the substituted Ba sites [4].
rounding charge distribution. Experimentally, the CF exci-
tations have been studied by the inelastic neutron scatter-
ing and the electronic Raman scattering. Numerical analy-

2. Theoretical methodsses of the experimental spectra allowed us to determine
sets of parameters of the CF Hamiltonian in many of the

An interaction with the crystal field produced by thep-type superconductors, REBa Cu O , and the n-type2 3 61x
neighboring core charges and valence electronic chargesuperconductors RE Ce CuO , as well as in their non-22x x 4
density is the strongest perturbation of the free ion 4f shellsuperconducting parent compounds (see e.g., Refs. [2,3]
state of trivalent RE ions in cuprates. The interactionand references therein).
Hamiltonian can be written as:This work examines theoretical methods allowing us to

(k) (k)H 5OB [C 1 C ] (1)CF kq q 2q
k,q*Corresponding author. Tel.: 1420-2-2191-1368; fax: 1420-2-2491-

1061.
(k)

ˇE-mail address: divis@mag.mff.cuni.cz (M. Divis). where C transform as tensor operators under simulta-q
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neous rotation of the coordinates of all the f electrons. B the crystal potential and charge density are expanded intokq

are the so-called CF parameters [5]. crystal harmonics up to the sixth order. For the Brillouin
The principle aim of this work is an examination of the zone integrations, a tetrahedron method [9] with 40–50

31CF of Sm at regular D symmetry sites and at C special k-points is used. The remaining computational4h 4v

symmetry Ba sites in Sm Ba Cu O . In both cases the details are very similar to those in Ref. [10].11x 22x 3 6

CF interaction can be described using Eq. (1), which The Sm 4f states in the spherical part of the potential are
contains five non-zero independent parameters B , B , treated as atomic-like core states (open-core treatment, see20 40

B , B and B . In this work their values are determined for example Ref. [11]). Sm in the compound studied is44 60 64

by combining different approaches. In regular Sm sites the characterized by the integer occupation number N 55. A4f

unknown parameters B were found solving numerically similar approach was successfully used in the DFT calcula-kq

the inverse secular problem, where the experimental CF tions for PrBa Cu O [12]. The structural data from Ref.2 3 6

energy levels are considered to be the eigenvalues of the [13] were used in the following DFT-based calculations for
secular equation of H [4]. B .CF 20

For a prediction of the k54 and 6 CF parameters, the Within the DFT the parameter B of the CF Hamilto-20

standard superposition model, proved to be efficient in the nian, Eq. (1), originating from the effective potential V
CF modeling [2], is available. The model, introduced to inside the crystal, is written as
separate geometrical and physical information contained in `

the CF parameters, allowing us to describe the CF parame- 2 2 22B 5 a E R (r) V r r dr (4)s du u20 0 4f 0ters B in Eq. (1) in terms of intrinsic (pair) CF parame-kq
0ters b (R) where R denotes the distance between the REk

2and ligand ion as: where the non-spherical component V r reflects besidess d0

the nuclear potentials and Hartree part of the inter-elec-
B 5OS (i) ? b (R ), k 5 4,6 (2) tronic interaction also the exchange correlation term whichkq kq k i

i accounts for many particle effects. The radial wave
function R describes the radial shape of the localized 4fwhere S (i) is the geometrical factor determined by 4fkq 31charge density of the Sm ion in studied compounds. It isangular coordinates of ligands at the same distance R . Ai
well known that the use of self-consistent ‘‘open core’’ Rstandard way of expressing the distance dependence of the 4f

leads to a poor description of the CF interaction. Theintrinsic parameters is to assume the power law depen-
reason is that the so-called ‘‘self-nteraction’’ potential feltdence:
by a localized 4f electron is not correctly treated within the

tkb 5 b R ? R /R (3)s d s dk k 0 0 LSDA [11]. Therefore, the present study uses the value of
the R in Eq. (4) resulting from the self interaction4f

The superposition model does not apply for the second corrected (SIC) LSDA atomic calculations with occupation
order parameters where the long range electrostatic contri- numbers of the valence electrons of the Sm (6s, 5d, 6p)
bution appears to dominate what causes a breakdown of fixed to their values obtained in the self consistent LSDA
one of the postulates of the superposition model [6]. calculations in a given Sm compound. This approach [14]
Therefore, to calculate B we use an ab-initio method was found to give the 4f charge density which is very close20

recently applied to RE cuprates [7]. Within this method the to that obtained from a more rigorous DFT band calcula-
electronic structure and related distribution of the ground tion which includes SIC for the 4f states directly [11]. We
state charge density are obtained from the first principle note that our approach includes anisotropic charge polari-
calculations based on the density functional theory (DFT). zation.

2Exchange and correlation effects are treated within the To calculate V r we rewrote the right hand side of Eq.s d0

local spin density approximation (LSDA) and the general (4) as a sum of two contributions:
gradient approximation (GGA) [8]. The scalar relativistic

RMT `Kohn–Sham equations are used to obtain the selfconsistent
2 2 2 2 22 2B 5 a E R (r) U r r dr 1 E R (r) W (r)r drsingle electron wave functions. The calculations described u u s d u u20 0 4f 0 4f 01 2

are performed using the full potential linearized augmented 0 RMT

plane wave method (LAPW) implemented in the latest (5)
version of WIEN97 of the original WIEN code [9]. Atomic

2 2sphere radii of 2.8, 2.0, 1.9 and 1.5 a.u. are taken for Sm, where U r and W r are respectively the components ofs d s d0 0

Ba, Cu and O, respectively. Basis functions are represented the effective potential inside the atomic sphere with radius
2by 1500 plane wave functions (more than 100 APW/atom) R and in the interstitial region. The term U r is readilys dMT 0

plus local orbitals of Sm (5s, 5p), Ba (5s, 5p), Cu (3p) and available from WIEN97 code since the LAPW method uses
O (2s) semicore states, which lie less than 6 Ry below the the expansion of the potential in terms of linear combina-
Fermi level. A maximum of l512 was adopted for the tion of radial functions times spherical harmonics Y q,fs dkq

expansion of the radial wave function. Inside the spheres, inside the atomic sphere. In the interstitial region a plane
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wave expansion is used. In contrast to Ref. [7] the term
2W r is now obtained using the exact transformation ofs d0

the interstitial plane wave representation of potential into
2the spherical Bessel functions. The conversion factor a 50]]Œ5/4p establishes the relation between the LAPW

symmetrized spherical harmonic and the real Tesseral
harmonic which transforms in the same way as tensor

(2)operator C in Eq. (1).0

It follows from our earlier applications of the current
DFT method in oxidic insulators [7] that this approach is
not suitable for CF parameters of rank 4 and 6. This fact
points to the importance of hybridization (covalency)
between 4f and oxygen ligand 2s, 2p wave functions,
which is neglected in our present DFT calculations. The
hybridization contributions are more important to the
values of rank 4 and 6 CF parameters than for the rank 2
as it was shown by Newman (see Ref. [15], Table 12, p.
235). Therefore in the present work, we use DFT based
calculations for the CF parameters rank 2 only.

3. Results and discussion

We first describe our results for Sm regular sites in
SmBa Cu O . Calculated electronic band structures and2 3 6

densities of states (DOS) in this compound are very similar
to those in YBa Cu O (see Fig. 1). Data for the latter2 3 7

compound were found to agree very well with the avail-
able LAPW data [16]. We note that the Fermi level (E )F

falls just above the high DOS region for both systems
Fig. 1. Total density of electron states (DOS) of SmBa Cu O (a) and2 3 6studied: it lies 0.1 and 0.2 eV above a sharp peak of the
YBa Cu O (b). The Fermi level (E ) is set to the zero of the energy2 3 7 Fhybridized O(1)–O(4) states in YBa Cu O and2 3 7 scale.

SmBa Cu O , respectively. The value of N(E )56.152 3 6 F

(states /eV) for YBa Cu O compares well with available 21 212 3 7 cm and B 5526 cm ( y51). The former value is a in20values ranging from 5.54 to 6.8 [16]. The total occupied very good agreement with the phenomenological value of
valence bandwidth is 6.9 eV for both systems studied. The 21282 cm (Table 1). Another check of our method is
small differences around 26 eV, 23 eV and above 2 eV are provided by similar calculations for NdBa Cu O , y50.2 3 61yconnected with oxygen (0, 0.5, 0) states which are missing 21In this case we found B 5412 cm which should be20in SmBa Cu O and with hybridization of Sm–5d (Y–4d) 212 3 6 compared with the best fit value of 380 cm [19]. Thus
states with remaining Cu–3d, Cu–4s, O–2p and Ba–6s our method reproduces correctly not only the positive sign
valence states. of B but also the experimental finding: B20 20To avoid the problem of selfinteraction, inherent to any (NdBa Cu O ).B (SmBa2Cu3O ). The relevant2 3 61y 20 61yapproach treating the localized 4f states [11,17,18], we calculated radial charge distribution R (r), component of4fused a standard approximation namely that the aspherical 2the crystal potential V r and I(r), representing the integ-s d0terms in the total crystal potential entering Eqs. (4) and (5)
have been calculated for systems with the spherical

Table 1
21symmetric Sm 4f shell. The resulting CF parameters are CF parameters (in cm ) in SmBa Cu O obtained from a fit to IR2 3 6

31thus not influenced by the aspherical part of the 4f electron measurements for Sm ions on the regular (D symmetry) site [4] and4h

calculated using the superposition model and DFT based ab-initiodensity. Within this approach we avoid the need to
31methods for Sm on the Ba sites (C )4vconsider the impact of the change of the valence states

upon reorientation of the 4f charge density. At the same Parameter D site C site4h 4v

time we took into account the asphericity of Sm 5p B 282 222720

electrons treating them as the local orbitals [18]. B 22481 2440

B 1307 2331Using Eq. (5) for Sm in the regular sites in 44

B 321 242760SmBa Cu O , y50, 1, as described in the previous2 3 61y
B 1931 62464section, we obtained the respective values of B 532020
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rand on the right hand side of Eq. (5) are for larger than the elementary cell in the ideal structure
SmBa Cu O shown in Fig. 2a–c, respectively. To SmBa Cu O , i.e., it includes several hundreds of atoms.2 3 61y 2 3 6

further test the reliability of our DFT-based CF calcula- The general potential DFT calculations reported so far do
tions, we have also performed non spin-polarized LSDA not go beyond |100 atoms in the elementary cell. To
calculations including spin–orbit interactions for valence calculate B in Ba sites we have thus introduced the20

electrons, spin-polarized LSDA calculations (4f electrons artificial crystal structure Ba(Ba, Sm) Cu O in which Sm2 3 6

as spin-polarized core states) and non spin-polarized GGA is in (0.5, 0.5, z ) positions and Ba occupies (0.5, 0.5,Ba

calculations. The relative change of the resulting CF 12z ) and (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) positions. The important featureBa

parameter dB /B was found to be less than 10% in all of this artificial structure is that the nearest and the next20 20

above mentioned cases. nearest neighbor coordinations are the same as in the ideal
To estimate the fourth and sixth order parameters of supercell. In particular, for the Sm atom located in the

31Hamiltonian (1) for Sm entering the Ba sites we used (0.5, 0.5, z ) position there are four oxygens O(1) in theBa

the superposition model, Eqs. (2) and (3), considering the same distance R[Sm–O(1)]5278 pm and four oxygens
available intrinsic model parameters b and t [2] and O(2), R[Sm–O(2)]5289 pm; the next nearest neighbork k

structural data in SmBa Cu O [13]. The same structural copper shell is composed of four Cu(2), R[Sm–Cu(2)]52 3 61y

data were used in the following DFT-based calculations for 337 pm and four Cu(1), R[Sm–Cu(1)]5355 pm. The local
B . The task was to solve the case when the impurity Sm point group symmetry of (0.5, 0.5, z ) position differs in20 Ba

atom enters the (0.5, 0.5, z ) positions in the otherwise the ideal and artificial structures and the coordinationBa

ideal SmBa Cu O crystal structure. This task requires shells start to differ beyond R5360 pm. As a further test2 3 6

construction of very large supercells, at least 30 times we also performed the DFT calculations for the artificial
structures Sm(Ba, Sm) Cu O and La(Ba, Sm) Cu O .2 3 6 2 3 6

The corresponding DFT ground state charge densities are
assumed to represent the limiting cases for the problem
studied. Such numerical simulations have shown, however,
that these differences do not influence the final value of
B considerably [B remains negative and equals B 5220 20 20

21 21531 cm and B 52484 cm in Sm(Ba, Sm) Cu O20 2 3 6

and La(Ba, Sm) Cu O , respectively so dB /B was2 3 6 20 20

found to be less than 15% in both cases studied]. There-
21fore, we consider our value of B 52227 cm , obtained20

using Eq. (5) for the artificial structure Ba(Ba,
Sm) Cu O , a meaningful estimate for this parameter for2 3 6

Sm in Ba sites in SmBa Cu O . The relevant calculated2 3 6

radial charge distribution R (r), component of the crystal4f
2potential V r and I(r), representing the integrand on thes d0

right hand side of Eq. (5), are shown in Fig. 3a–c
respectively. The above mentioned CF parameters in Sm-
compounds are summarized in Table 1. Those in the third
column were found to provide a meaningful prediction for
the CF spectra in substituted Ba sites [4].

To be noted is the difference in sign between B in the20

regular and Ba sites which are connected within our
approach with a difference in the occupation of the p , px y

and p orbitals in the 5p and 6p valence shells as well as ofz

the d , d , d , d and d orbitals in the 5d valence2 2 2z x 2y xy xz yz

shell. Significant contribution to B from charges within20

the atomic sphere is proportional to the quantities DN andp

DN which are functions of the occupation numbersd

n: DN 5 1/2(n 1 n ) 2 n and DN 5 n 1 n2 2p x y z d x 2y xy

2 1/2(n 1 n ) 2 n [20]. In our case we have obtained2xz yz z

DN equal to 20.008 and 0.011 electrons and DN equal top d
31

20.017 and 20.001 electrons for Sm ion in the regular
and Ba sites, respectively.

Fig. 2. Calculated radial charge density of 4f electrons R (r) for Sm in4f
2 2 In conclusion, we note that the above described com-the (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) position (a), the a V r component of the total crystals d0 0

bined semi-empirical and ab-initio approach provides apotential (b) and the integrand I(r) on the right hand side of Eqs. (4) and
(5) (c). useful tool in studies examining the nature of the doping
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